Abstract: There have been ongoing national efforts to understand and improve STEM education at colleges and universities. These activities are underscored by the fact that colleges are becoming increasingly diverse, yet underrepresented minority (URM) students still have some of the highest attrition rates in STEM. In light of these issues, my work asks: Can we empower diverse students to succeed in STEM courses by focusing on effective study strategies? And how can we take advantage of learning analytics to gain insights about their study behaviors? Work in cognitive science has demonstrated the importance of two strategies for learning: spacing (splitting up study sessions across multiple days) and self-testing. While these strategies may hold promise for improving student learning outcomes, we don’t fully understand the extent to which students use these strategies in STEM courses, whether students can learn to use them better, or whether improved use of these strategies help address achievement disparities. For my talk, I will share the results of two empirical studies conducted in a large gateway biology course. The first study documents the various strategies students utilize when studying. In addition, this study examines the impact of a light-touch intervention focused on encouraging spacing and self-testing. I also consider whether these strategies uniquely benefit underrepresented students. The second study incorporates learning analytic techniques to uncover how students’ self-reported study strategies correspond to their behaviors within the course’s learning management system. I will conclude my talk by discussing the implications of my work for improving STEM achievement in higher education.
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